Machinery Specification

(#5374)

**TYPE:** Two Roll, Two Motor, Vertical Design, Rotary Bar Straightener

**MFG.:** Bronx

**AGE:** 1980’s

**TYPE:** Model – PBR.V.6

**SERIAL#:**

**CAPACITY:** Bar size 5/16” diameter thru 4-1/4” diameter, x 21’ table length

**MOTORS:** Two individual driven rolls, 40/80 HP. DC motors

**SPEED:** 0 to 98 FPM. – variable speed

**PASS LINE:**

**FEATURES:**
Inlet and outlet bar handling tables
Motorized height adjustment
Motorized bar feed
Motorized discharge
Hydraulic system
Roller bearings rolls, and chocks
Variable frequency speed controls

**DIMENSIONS:** 60’ L. x 10’ H. x 15’ W. approximate

**WEIGHT:** 44,000# approximately

**CONDITION:** very good – manuals & drawings included

SUBJECT TO USA MACHINERY CORPORATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS FORM 487